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2. Joel Raymond Biography 

Joel Raymond studied modern and period oboes at Birmingham Conservatoire. Subsequently he 
received a scholarship to study historical performance at the Royal Academy of Music graduating 
with their highest award for performance in 2004, and was made an Associate of the Royal Academy 
of Music in 2011.  

Joel has performed worldwide in over 20 countries with amongst others The European Union 
Baroque Orchestra, The Hanover Band, The Australian Chamber Orchestra, The Academy of Ancient 
Music, Ex Cathedra, The Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, Les Siècles (France), Barokanerne 
(Norway), The International Baroque Players, The Dunedin Consort, Florilegium, The Parley of 
Instruments, The Brook Street Band and La Nuova Musica.  He has enjoyed recording, radio and 
television appearances.  

Joel designs and makes period woodwind instruments, performing on his own creations and 
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continues to research 18th century instruments and their music.
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3. Project Overview and Summary 

A Survey of German 18th Century Oboes 

My research was to examine German oboes from the first half of the 18th century with a focus on the 
instruments made in Leipzig during the time Johann Sebastian Bach worked there. 

The aim was to make detailed measurements of as many instruments as possible, to make written 
and photographic records of specific details for makers and researchers in order that they should 
have the best reference material available to them.  I hope this overview will provide information on 
18th century manufacturing techniques, materials and instrument design.  This information will 
enhance the ability of contemporary makers to match the styles and techniques of their historical 
predecessors and therefore allow performers to have the opportunity to play instruments which 
more closely realise the original intention of 18th century musicians. 

Each instrument was measured in the following way: The bores were measured using specially 

constructed gauges, the gauges are oval discs cut from 3mm plastic sheet.  The gauges were laser 

cut over-size and then hand finished to a tolerance of 0.02mm using fine abrasives.  The gauges have 

a hole in their centres which is attached to the end of a metal rod with a threaded nut.  The rod can 

then be inserted into the bore of the instrument and its depth can be measured. 

The exterior form of the instruments was drawn by hand and their measurements taken with digital 
callipers to the nearest 0.1mm.  The hole positions were measured from the top of each joint to the 
top of the hole.  The socket depths were measured with digital callipers, the bottom diameters of 
sockets were measured with spring callipers set so that they gently rub the surface, their width was 
then measured with digital callipers.  There may be a very small error here but this is unlikely to 
affect the acoustical character of the instruments in any noticeable way. 

The key work was drawn by hand with basic dimensions noted.  Close up photos with very low 
distortion were taken for accurate forms of the keys to be taken from.  Close up photos were also 
take of the instruments exterior profiles as the very delicate nature of the wood craft cannot be 
accurately  captured  with hand drawings alone. 

Undercutting of holes is very difficult to measure accurately.  On some instruments I attempted to 
take impressions using putty wrapped in a protective film.  These measurements are general and are 
not completely accurate. I also took photos of the undercutting looking down the bores of the 
instruments which gives a good idea of the extent of the undercutting. 

All measurements in this document are in mm. 

All materials and information that have been collected are available from me via email request and 
will be made available online in due course at www.theoboeman.com, email: 
info@theoboeman.com. 

Project Summary 

The most valuable resources produced from this Fellowship are the large number of photographs, 
detailed measurements and drawings collected over the weeks of my travels.  The quantity of these 
makes it impossible to present them in this report in full.  At the end of the report I have included a 
complete set of measurements and drawings as well as some accompanying photographs for the 
tenor oboe made by J.C. Denner found in the Grassi Museum in Leipzig.  This will give an idea of the 
detail and quantity of information I have collected for the instruments surveyed. 

The 2nd most valuable experience of my Fellowship was the opportunity to play the Eichentopf oboe 
in the Lisbon Music Museum.  Museums are naturally concerned about their instruments being 
played as an unstable instrument may crack with the change in humidity, I was therefore very 

http://www.theoboeman.com/
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fortunate to have this experience.  Playing an original 18th century oboe is the only sure way to know 
its capabilities and although there were issues related to the condition of the instrument which will 
be discussed later on, it was clear from the performance of the oboe when played that it was an 
instrument of the highest quality.  Having a recorded sample along with the measurements of the 
instrument will go some way to guide makers to produce copies that can perform to the same level 
as the original. 

In selecting locations to visit I had to both consider which instruments were available to study and if 
a practical travel plan was possible to link them into a feasible itinerary for the Fellowship to take 
place. 

I was able to put together an itinerary which would let me view instruments by the following makers 
that were active in Leipzig in the 1st half of the 18th century: 

Johann Heinrich Eichentopf, Johannes Gottlob Bauer, Johann Gottfried Bauer and Johann Cornelius 
E. Sattler.  I also studied other German made instruments by Andreas Kinigsperger (Roding), Johann 
Christoph Denner (Nurnberg) and Friedrich Gabriel August Kirst (Potsdam) in detail. 

Materials 

The majority of the instruments I viewed by Leipzig makers were made from boxwood.  This is the 
hardest indigenous wood to Europe and has an extremely fine grain.  It does have issues relating to 
its stability that were apparent from the instruments I viewed.  Many showed warping from wood 
that had not been seasoned to a stable state.  This was particularly noticeable at the bottom of the 
middle joints of instruments which were often very oval.  The bottom of top joints also showed signs 
of the wood having shrunk, in some cases so much that the bottom of the joints were slightly small 
than that above their opening.  This is caused from the pressure on the tenon by the socket of the 
next join and also from the repeated wetting and drying out of the instrument, the bottom of the 
top joint tends to become the most saturated part of the instrument as water pools in the small gap 
between the end of the top joint and the bottom of the middle joint socket.  I would suggest that 
thought is taken over the possible original dimensions of these shrunken and warped areas when 
making reconstructions.  The Eichentopf oboe in Lisbon that played so well was also a great example 
of an instrument that showed very little warpage with a very straight clean bore. 

The only other material I saw for oboes being used by Leipzig maker was maple, this was used for 
the large instruments, the oboes da caccia and for one oboe d’amore by Sattler in the Prague 
museum. 

Horn was used on 2 instruments but this appeared to be for repairs, so I must assume that plain 
boxwood was the main choice for oboe making in Leipzig.  Maple was used for the larger 
instruments because of its easy availability in larger sizes and also its lighter weight. 

Exterior Finish 

All Leipzig oboes appear to have some sort of oil finish on their exterior, the Bauer oboes had a 
thicker but still clear slightly orange varnish.  It wasn’t used on the bores as I could see where it 
ended on the inside of the tenons.  The maple instruments had a thicker darker varnish applied to 
their exterior, but again there was no evidence of varnish on their interior, although one oboe da 
caccia in Stockholm did have a white substance wiped over its bore.  The bore of the Bauer oboe in 
the Prague museum was badly rotten in the top joint suggesting that perhaps no oil was used on the 
bore at all, although it is just as likely mould or fungus has attacked the wood at some point. 

Some instruments had a brown stain while others were plain oiled boxwood.  The stained boxwood 
oboes by Eichentopf and by Hirschstein have had later modifications so it isn’t possible to state if the 
stains are original as the stain has been applied over the modifications.  All the oboes d’amore by 
Sattler have a similar brown stain. 
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Key Work 

All the key work I viewed was made from cut sheet of some type of brass, with wings folded each 
side for the key pins to be placed through.  The setup of the keys in their channels and the 
placement of the springs was very revealing and well thought out.  In general the springs were 
placed at the lower end of the channel so that they were as long as possible.  This bottom end of the 
channel was usually a sharp drop away from the body of the instrument to allow room for the spring 
to flex below the key (photographs 8 and 9). 

Bores 

The bores show both evidence of single and multiple reamers being used on instrument joints.  The 
Bauer oboe d’amore (Stockholm Museum) is particularly interesting as there are many sharp steps in 
the top joint bore suggesting the ends of each tool were a sharp trapezoid rather than overlapping 
spoon shaped reamers found on other instruments (photograph 6).  Although a few of the Sattler 
instruments show very rough tool marks on the bore (photograph 5), the majority of instruments 
have a much cleaner finish, showing the reamer edges were sharpened cleanly. 

The Eichentopf (Lisbon Museum) and Hirschstein (Grassi Museum) oboes share very similar bores 
both with minimum bore sizes of just over 5 mm, concave reed wells and a clear step in the bore at 
the start of the bell.  Oboe bells showed a smooth reamed throat followed by a flair made with a 
separate tool (photograph 16). 

The oboes d’amore by all three Leipzig makers I surveyed are also remarkably similar, the main 
oddity being that on some instruments there is a continuation of the bore from middle joint to bell 
with no step at all and on others there is a clear inward step where the diameter of the bore 
reduces, even on instruments by the same maker. 

Tone Holes 

The size and shape of the tone holes give stability to both pitch and the response of the tone 
production.  While it is easy to measure the surface diameter, describing and quantifying the cutting 
under the surface is more difficult. 

Eichentopf oboe (Lisbon) and Hirschstein oboe (Leipzig) showed very similar tone hole design with 
substantial conical undercutting of the tone holes, this type of undercutting was also seen on the 
Sattler oboes d’amore especially on the holes of the middles joint.  The Bauer oboe d’ amore 
(Stockholm)and Kinigsperger oboe (Munich) showed both under cutting and opening out of the hole 
on the exterior side of the tone holes, both instruments also had their tone holes blackened after 
the under cutting.  The double holes were well undercut on all instruments I viewed leaving just a 
small amount of wood between where they meet on the inside of the bore, photograph 7 shows the 
under cutting on the double holes of the Sattler oboe d’amore in The Deutsches Museum, Munich. 

4. Locations Visited and Instruments Examined 

The locations I visited were as follows:- 

National Music Museum, Lisbon, Portugal 

The Music Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark 

The Stockholm Music Museum, Stockholm, Sweden 

The Czech Museum of Music, Prague, Czech Republic 
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Deutsches Museum, The Munich Stadtmuseum, Bavarian National Museum, Munich, Germany 

Grassi Museum, Leipzig, Germany 

National Music Museum, Lisbon, Portugal 

Oboe: Johann Heinrich Eichentopf - MIC 0106, boxwood, two brass keys  

One of only two oboes with Eichentopf stamps that are known to survive (the other is in the Handel 
House Museum in Halle).  This instrument has the makers name marked J.H.Eichentopf and a cross 
motif above it. 

The instrument has a medium brown colour with oil finish, there is no thick varnish.  The detail of 
the turning is very beautiful and crisp.  The upper joint is in excellent condition, the tone holes are 
cut crisply but show signs of use and look like they may have been enlarged slightly.  The 3rd double 
hole cut-out is very neat.   

The middle joint shows signs of damage and modification.   The bottom of the socket has been 
either damaged or was finished badly during manufacture. 

The top of the middle joint is missing the usual small step on the outside that sits on top of the final 
bead.  The surface on the top of this joint is slightly irregular rather than the clean finish that would 
have been made had the end of the joint been cut while being turned on a lathe.  It is as if the top 
has been cut down very slightly by hand with a knife or chisel.  The stain however has been reapplied 
and the end shows a mark where the top joint shoulder has been sitting against it so this is a very old 
modification. 

The doubled 4th hole also shows signs of a bad modification.  The cut-out which enables the fingers 
to slide over the two holes has been crudely enlarged and elongated.  It does not match the neatly 
cut oval of the top joint or the very neatly cut 4th hole recesses that are on the two Eichentopf oboes 
d’amore I saw on my Fellowship travels.  This modification has been colour matched to the rest of 
the instrument.  Below the 5th hole the makers stamp is also faint which shows that the wood has 
been polished during this modification. 

Regarding the keys on this oboe, it has an E Flat key for a right handed player and a key for the C 
hole in the usual two parts.  Oboe maker Sand Dalton (America) informed me that when he visited 
the oboe in the 1980s the instrument was missing the large swallow tail touch for the c hole and that 
he had taken one with him to fit to the instrument so that he could try to play it.  He told me that if 
this makeshift replacement was still on the oboe I would find his name on the reverse, and indeed I 
found “SAND” very lightly engraved there.   

The E flat key and the flap for the C hole are a very bad fit for the key channels, they are smaller than 
the channels.  They are also very loose on the current pins.  The E flat key is the usual dumbbell 
shape.  The C flap looks like it could be original although made from quite thin brass and it is a little 
warped.  The key channels themselves are not cut very well and the brass pins for the keys are very 
crooked and in my opinion replacements.  I wonder if at some point the pins had become stuck in 
the instrument and in an effort to get them out they were cut and in this process the channels were 
enlarged slightly? 

The bell has a crack from the bottom running to half way up its flare.  Sand Dalton informed me that 
he did not observe the crack when he measured the oboe in July 1980 but Lorraine Wood notes the 
crack when she viewed the oboe in September 1980 so the crack may well have appeared sometime 
between their visits.  This suggests that since it has been there for 35 years it is stable however I 
suggested the museum monitor it and placed a small pencil mark at its upper point so that any 
further movement of the crack could be noted.  
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The bell has two other interesting features.  The first is the addition of a 3rd hole to the usual two 
tuning holes on the barrel of the bell.  This 3rd hole is at the very top of the barrel against the step of 
the first bead of the bell on the back, whereas the other tuning holes are at the bottom against the 
lower step.  The two normal tuning holes appear to be their original size, being cut neatly with no 
undercutting.  The third hole on the back is larger but well cut.  It has been suggested to me that this 
hole was cut to raise the general pitch of the instrument, and indeed it appears other holes have 
also been enlarged.  Since the hole is so neatly cut I wondered if there was a possibility it had been 
cut as a C sharp hole and that it was plugged and unplugged as needed.  Unfortunately it was now 
filled with wax so when I played the instrument it wasn’t possible to test this theory. 

The other interesting feature is that on the inside of the bell rim/lip where this lip meets the bore, 
there is a distinctive step approx. 1mm square.  As I will comment later in the report I also found this 
step on the Hirschstein Oboe in Leipzig but on no other instruments.  I was not able to visit the 
Eichentopf Oboe in Halle on this occasion, but suspect I might find it on that oboe as well, confirming 
it as an identifying feature of Eichentopf handy work.  The bell’s turning also has very crisp score 
lines either side of the beads, a feature that could also be seen on the Hirschstein oboe bell. 

The museum very kindly agreed for me to play this oboe.  I made a short recorded test of the 
instrument’s pitch for different fingerings and also recorded a few short pieces of oboe repertoire by 
Bach to show the instrument’s tone and response.  The configuration of the keys and holes affected 
the response of the oboe when it was played.  The C key did not close properly and the E Flat hole 
was not sealing properly.  I found the octaves were balanced with a reed set up that played at A = 
415.  The notes above high A did not speak well when played with the usual harmonic high 
fingerings.  I suspect this was because the first and second holes have been enlarge slightly.  When 
they were shaded the high B and C spoke very clearly.  The first octave E Flat was a little resistant to 
speaking, again this may have been because the first hole had been enlarged.  The C fingered with 
just hole 2 was also a little high compared to the notes around it also suggesting the first hole had 
been enlarged slightly.  Despite these problems the oboe played very freely with a beautiful tone.  
Articulating was very easy and crisp, it was a very responsive instrument. 

Copenhagen Music Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark 

The museum has a dedicate study room which is well lit and a desk with a large blanket on which to 
study the instruments.  The Copenhagen collection was particularly interesting as it contains 4 
instruments from Leipzig.  A recorder by Poerschman, who was known to have played in Bach’s 
orchestra in Leipzig, a detailed study of which has already been made by the curator Mr Bergstrom, 
a recorder by Eichentopf, an oboe d’amore by Sattler and an oboe da caccia by Eichentopf. 

I spent the first few days closely examining and measuring the oboe d’amore by I.C.E Sattler. This 
was the first Sattler instrument I had seen up close and the first original oboe d’amore I had 
examined. 

Oboe d’amore: Johann Cornelius E. Sattler - E 70, boxwood, two brass keys 

The instrument is made from Boxwood with 2 brass key, the E flat key being for the right hand.  It 
has a brown stain and oil finish to the surface.  The exterior turning is very delicate but the surface 
finish is not completely polished and the tool marks from the turning can be seen in places. 

The reed well is smooth and unstained on its inside but enters the instrument at an angle from the 
South East. 

There are deep spirals on the bore from reaming, these get closer together above the 3rd hole.  
There is also tearing of the bore around the point where the 3rd holes enter the bore. 

The middle joint bore is also slightly ridged from the edge of the tools that bored it.  In places the 
wood has been ripped from the bore leaving small depressions.  This is the sign of a blunt tool or a 
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tool that has been advanced too quickly ripping the fibres of the wood before they have time to be 
cut.  There is a step just above hole 5, possibly a sign of where a separate tool has been used and the 
ends have not met at the same diameter. 

The bell could not be removed from the middle joint so they were measured as one unit. 

Oboe da caccia: Johann Heinrich Eichentopf - No.2011-12, maple, three brass keys  

This is one of two oboes da caccia that have survived made by Eichentopf (photograph 10). 

This named instrument appears to be exclusively only referred to by Bach in his Leipzig 
compositions. 

They are a form of tenor oboe, a fifth below the normal instrument.  The instruments are in 3 pieces.  
The top part is the equivalent of the top two parts of a normal oboe made in one piece.  This upper 
section has the unique feature of being bent along its rear edge along its whole length from just 
below the decorative turning.  The outside of this bent section is also covered in leather.  The bell is 
then made in two parts an upper barrel which is the same shape as that of a normal oboe and a 
brass bell.  This barrel has a usual socket at the top, the lower end has a taper which matches that of 
the top of a brass bell in the style of a small hunting horn.  The usual tuning holes found in oboe bells 
are drilled through the wooden barrel and also the brass, as the bell and barrel overlap where the 
holes are drilled. 

The top of the metal bell has been compressed slightly where it has been forced into the barrel and 
a small bump at this point can be seen.  At some point the pressure of the bell on the wood has 
caused the barrel to crack down its length but this has been repaired.  The bell is inserted so that the 
top of the brass sits just at the bottom of the socket of the barrel.  The outside of the barrel is coated 
with the same thick brown varnish as the top of the upper joint.  The socket also has varnish but the 
taper on the inside at the lower end is just unvarnished wood. 

The bell of this instrument has been polished many times and the metal is now very fragile and also 
is slightly misshapen.  There is a garland around the bottom of the bell which is engraved with 
decoration and stamped with the makers name and logo, an acorn pot (photograph 13, this is 
different to the cross stamp found on the Lisbon Eichentopf oboe).  Due to the warpage the garland 
has now separated slightly from the bell at its top edge.  The bell has recently been cleaned and 
looks very shiny but I would be concerned that any further restoration might cause unnecessary 
damage as the metal has already been worn so much. 

The construction process of the bell can clearly be seen.  It is made from a seamed sheet of brass 
closed by overlapping teeth along its seam.  The top of the bell has a thickness of 0.4 mm.  Marks 
from where the bell has been turned on a mandrel can be seen.  The stamps all have the spinning 
lines running through them showing they were stamped after the spinning and no further polishing 
to the surface was made.  The garland is made from a single ring of brass spun on the same mandrel 
to tightly fit.  The bottom edge is folded first over a piece of wire placed around the bottom edge of 
the bell and then folded over the inside of the bell to hold it in place.  The curved top section of this 
oboe and brass horn bell clearly show why it is called an oboe da caccia, the hunting horn being 
called the corno da caccia - caccia being the Italian word for hunt.  The maker has even gone so far in 
his adherence to horn making practice, that he has painted the oboe da caccia bell black on the 
inside.  This was done on hunting horns to stop the sun reflecting off the bell and blinding trailing 
horse riders.  There is no way of knowing if this was just done for aesthetic or practical reasons in 
the case of the oboe.  

The construction method of the upper part of the oboe is revealed through observation and through 
x-rays which the museum have in their archive (photograph 11).  I made high resolution scans of the 
x-rays, with the assistance of a visiting helper to the museum Ole Breidahl, and these will be 
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available for further study.  The x-rays show that in order to bend the instrument saw cuts have 
been made along its backside through the bore to just below the upper side.  The wood is then bent 
so that the saw cuts close up and the rear edges touch.  A recess has then been cut along the back 
side along which a wooden strip has been glued to hold the bent sections together.  This is also 
pinned at each end.  Looking down the lower end of the instrument the cuts can be seen on the 
inside of the bore, also the pins as they have been pushed very slightly too far into the instrument 
and are just breaking through into the bore.  

This instrument was previously restored by the museum as it had been damaged in the past.  The 
wooden mounts holding the keys were missing and had been replaced by metal pins to hold the keys 
in place.  Also the strip of wood holding the instrument together along its back had come loose and 
the leather undone slightly.  The instrument was re-glued together and the key mounts replaced 
with new pieces of wood.  The repair was very successful and the instrument is now near to its 
original condition.  The museum have a document covering the complete restoration process of 
which I have a copy and, with their permission, will make available. 

I made details measurements of the exterior and key work of this instrument, the lower and upper 
ends of the bore and of the bell.  As with the other oboe da caccia I measured on this Fellowship, I 
encountered difficulty taking full measurements of the bore.  I had hoped it might be possible to pull 
my measuring discs through the bore on a cord to take depth measurements but because I had 
made my gauges with crisp edges for accurate measurements they easily became stuck on the 
internal saw cuts and because I was concerned that I would leave a gauge stuck behind in the 
instrument, I decided against continuing.  With measurements from the upper and lower ends and 
exterior it should be possible to gain a reasonable idea of the bore from the scans of x-rays I have.  

The upper section as well as being bent has also been carved into an octagonal shape so that the 
holes run along a flat face at the front of the oboe.  The octagonal section starts below the usual 
decorative section at the top of the oboe, which here is turned in a similar style to Eichentopf’s 
oboes d’amore, with a straight finale rather than one with a final bead at the top.  The leather is a 
reddish brown and of pigs skin and has at its ends and middle a stamped gold leaf pattern of lilies 
and triangles (photographs 14 and 15).   

The Stockholm Music Museum, Stockholm, Sweden 

The Stockholm Music Museum currently has all its instruments stored in a special storage facility a 
short distance outside the city centre.  It is a huge warehouse the size of many aircraft hangers and 
the rows of pianos, harpsicords and other instruments inside was quite something to behold.  The 
large collection of wood wind instruments is located in a smaller section and it was interesting to see 
so many instruments side by side.  Again they have a large number of Leipzig instruments together 
which is what I focused this visit on.  Particularly interesting were the 3 oboes d’amore by 3 different 
makers, Sattler, Bauer and Eichentopf (photographs 1, 2, and 3).  Having all three instruments next 
to each other on the table it was instantly obvious that they were all made to similar dimensions and 
design although each makers’ own style was distinct. They also have a twin oboe da caccia to the 
instrument in Copenhagen.  It was these 4 instruments that I spent most of my time studying.  

Oboe da Caccia: Johann Heinrich Eichentopf - No.170, maple, three brass keys 

This is identical in design and construction to that of the one in Copenhagen. They are both stamped 
with the same year of manufacture on the bell, 1724.  There are just a few subtle differences.  The 
thickness of the Stockholm instrument is slightly thinner and so is the bore at the throat of the 
instrument.  The holes on the bell barrel are drilled higher than those on the Copenhagen 
instrument which has its holes at the low end of the barrel like the bell of the Eichentopf oboe in the 
Lisbon museum. 
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On the inside of the Stockholm instrument a white substance can be seen to have been wiped onto 
the bore, whereas I could see no substance on the bore of the Copenhagen oboe.  A small piece of 
leather has come away at the top of the oboe revealing the saw cuts and the wooden rib that has 
been inserted on its back.  The rib has come away and the top few saw cuts open up if the 
instrument is flexed gently.  Whereas the Copenhagen instrument has undergone restoration the 
Stockholm instrument has not.  The bell is dull from tarnish but because of this it is in excellent 
condition showing little sign of wear (photograph 12).  The barrel of the bell now has an open crack 
along its length which has previously been glued.  The brass section of the bell has two sets of holes 
drilled through it. Apparently a second set was drilled higher so that the bell was not inserted as far.  
This may have been done after the barrel cracked so that less pressure was placed on the wood from 
the taper of the bell. 

Here I give some key measurements to compare the two instruments 

 Copenhagen Stockholm 

Bell length  200.2 200.8 

Bell bottom diameter 162.5/160 161/158 

Bell top diameter outside 24.7 25 

Barrel length 88.9 88 

Top joint first turned section 137.2 135 
 

Outside length of bent section 480 477 

Inside length of bent section 437 436 

Minimum bore 7.7 7.4 

Bore at bottom of main joint 19 19.8 

 

Time and access constraints did not allow complete surveys of the three oboes d’amore by Bauer, 
Eichentopf and Sattler on this occasion.  I did manage to take bore measurements for each of the 
top joints and basic measurements for comparison and give brief notes here:- 

Oboe d’amore: J.C.E Sattler – No. 148, boxwood, thee brass keys 

Identical to the Sattler oboe d’amore in Copenhagen in every way except this one has a doubled E 
flat key in the dumb bell style shape as opposed to the trapezoid shape on the Copenhagen 
instrument.  A similar brown surface stain and very similar turning and proportions, such as the 
narrow cut outs on the double holes and distinctive bell shape. 

Oboe d’amore: J.H. Eichentopf – no.77.223, boxwood, two brass keys 

Unstained boxwood, but it is dirty from age.  The turning is very delicate and the tone hole and cut 
outs all very neat.  The bulb of the bell is much larger than that of the Sattler instruments both on 
the inside and outside.  The very top part of the finale has been replaced and the reed well has been 
recut, as a straight taper much larger at the top than original.  The turning of the new wood is well 
matched but clearly it was not done by Eichentopf as the reed well has not been cut well.  The touch 
piece of the C key is an interesting shape, not the usual swallow tail design and although it fits well, 
is probably a replacement. 

Oboe d’ amore: Johann Gottfried Bauer – No. 150, boxwood, two brass keys 

This instrument has the novelty of being dated 1719, this may well be one of the earliest surviving 
oboes d’amore.  The exterior of the instrument has a clear varnish with an orange tint.  The surface 
is in excellent condition as are the tone holes which still have their black surface finish.  The tone 
holes are interesting in that they open out on the surface as well as being under cut into the bore.  
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The top joint shows signs of multiple tools being used as there are a number of sharp steps clearly 
visible along its length (photograph 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

Munich, Germany 

Three museums in Munich house collections of instruments: The Deutsches Museum, the Bavarian 
State Museum and the Munich State Museum.  

  

The Deutsches Museum  

This is a large technology museum.  It has a large music gallery housing various instruments.  I 
worked on a table placed in the gallery by the instrument case which gave me easy access to the 
instruments and provided an extra exhibit for the public. 

Oboe: Andreas Kinigsperger - No. 25968, unstained boxwood, three brass keys 

This oboe came to the museum with the collection of the piano maker Haake from Hannover which 
was bought in 1910 and was comprised of 250 instruments. 

The instrument’s surface is clean but worn from handling over the years.  With the keys removed the 
original smooth finish and clear oil finish can be seen where the big key has protected the wood.  
The oboe is more slender than the Eichentopf oboe in Lisbon, the narrow part of the top joint being 
17.9 mm as opposed to 19.2 mm for the Eichentopf instrument.  Its tone holes are also very slender 
and in remarkably good condition.  Like the Bauer oboe d’amore in Stockholm the tone holes are 
finished with a dark stain and as well as being undercut on the inside they also flair out slightly to the 
surface of the instrument.  The bore of the instrument is cut very cleanly.  There is a slight warp to 
the middle joint.  The top joint bore looks as if it has had very little playing.  There are very fine hairs 
of wood around the throat and the lines where the reamers of the reed well and bore intersect are 
very clear.  Kinigsperger had a unique style of key work for the C key.  The keys are wider than the 
channel that holds them and the hinges are folded over narrower.  The oboe in the New York 
Metropolitan Museum and the tenor oboes in the Stockholm museum also share the same style of 
key work, and exterior turning style to this instrument.   

This is a three key oboe with the E Flat keys being double for either a left or right handed player.  
The original E Flat key springs are missing and a more modern spring has been riveted to each key.  
The C spring is original.  It is a unique triangle shape that I have not seen on other instruments, 
which usually have a straight spring with fixing wings at the bottom (photograph 8).  This spring is 
attached by being slid into undercuts on each side of the key channel.  It is then held in place by 2 
punch marks at its base.  The punch marks that would have held the two missing E Flat springs can 
clearly be seen in the E Flat key channels.  It is apparent that since these new springs were fitted the 
instrument has hardly been played as the rivets from the springs would have marked the wood, 
which they hit when pressed, but no indentations are present.  The original mark from the key heads 
are present on the wood but again these are quite light indicating that this instrument did not 
receive too much use.  This oboe also shows how rare large pieces of boxwood were as the wood 
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has been used to the limit of the log to the extent that bark is still present at the widest points on 
the middle joint and bell. 

Oboe d’amore: J.C.E Sattler - No. 18868, stained boxwood, three brass keys 

This instrument is identical to the two Sattler instruments already viewed with the exception that 
the bell has been altered and extended with a horn mount to make the bell longer.  Whereas the 
other oboe d’amore bells are just over 110 mm long this bell has been extended to 120mm.  Perhaps 
this instrument was played somewhere where the pitch desired was slightly lower than the original 
pitch.  The instrument shares the same features as the instruments in Copenhagen and Stockholm 
with a similar colour varnish and similar proportions.  The bore shows the same deep grooves from 
reaming as the Copenhagen instrument.  The E Flat keys are very roughly made and although they fit 
the instrument well they still have file marks on their surface. They do not match the style of key on 
the other Sattler oboes d’amore I viewed and it is possible they are replacements. 

The Munich Stadtmuseum  

This museum has an entire floor devoted to musical instruments. 

Here they house an oboe by Friedrich Gabriel August Kirst.  Kirst was a maker based in Potsdam 
between 1772 and 18041.  I was particularly interested to study this instrument as it is the earliest 
oboe I am aware of that has a 3rd key that is not a duplicate of the right hand E Flat key. 

Philip T. Young in his survey of wind instruments labels this key as a C sharp key but the hole is not in 
the usual place for a C sharp hole which would normally be a small hole below the C hole.  This hole 
is found slightly below the normal E Flat hole.  It was not possible to play the instrument so the exact 
purpose and function of this 3rd key cannot be confirmed.  I have made a full survey of the 
instrument so that a reproduction could be made or a similar hole could be drilled in an existing 
instrument to test its purpose. 

The instrument is made from boxwood, with ivory ferrules for decoration at the ends of each joint.  
It has 3 top joints that share a bell and middle joint, labelled 1, 2 and 3.  Joints 1 and 2 are slightly 
warped and show signs of use, joint No.3 is straight, clean and shows no obvious signs of use.  
Whereas the bores of 1 and 2 are rough and lack definition where the tools would have met at the 
small end, joint 3’s bore is very smooth and the lines where the tools meet can be seen very clearly.  
This gives us a unique opportunity to examine 3 joints made with the same tools.  When the bore 
data I have taken is plotted into a graph it shows the small differences.  While the bore of joint 2 and 
3 almost perfectly follows a straight line joint 1 shows much more deviation suggesting this is the 
joint that was used the most with this instrument.  This is interesting to consider for other oboes 
that are being measured as every instrument will warp slightly over years of being played or as the 
woods moisture levels change through seasoning.  All pieces of this oboe have a small “1” engraved 
on the ends of the joints to indicate they belong together as a set. 

The key work differs from the earlier 18th century oboes I have been studying, the springs are all 
riveted to the back of the keys as is typical from later instruments and their style also matches the 
later period. The key hinges however are still folded back from the same sheet of metal as with the 
earlier oboes. 

The museum also has a number of other oboes but time only permitted the study of the Kirst. 

An instrument I would be interested to study at a future date would be the oboe d’amore by the 
German maker Kress which looks well made, but has had many later keys added. 

The Bavarian National Museum 
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 It was not possible on this trip to have full access to the instruments here, but I was able to observe 
them in their cabinets.  They have a pair of oboes by Kress which apart from an identifying stamp are 
identical and clearly made as a pair.  They have straight finales at their tops which suggests an early 
18th century date as this earlier style of top decoration came from the late 17th century French and 
Dutch oboes that first arrived in Germany.  Interestingly as seen on the oboes d’amore surveyed it 
was kept as the usual style of turning on oboes d’amore even later in the 18th century.  There is an 
oboe d’amore made by Dotzell, and if the oboe did not have the Dotzell stamp on it I would have 
been convinced it was also made by Kinigsperger as the key work and wood turning are identical to 
Kinigsperger’s style. There is most certainly a connection between the makers although I currently 
do not know what it is.  This instrument also has a crook which looks original.  I saw measurements 
of this instrument at the Deutches Museum in Munich made by another researcher. 

 

1 Young, P.T., 4900 Historical Woodwind Instruments, Tony Bingham, London 1993 
 

The Czech Museum of Music, Prague, Czech Republic 

The Prague Music Museum is housed in a converted church.  Their study room is in on the top floor 
at the end of an impressive 3 story staircase. 

I studied the following oboes here:- 

Oboe: J.G Bauer - 2502E, boxwood and horn, three brass keys 

Oboe d’amore: J.C.E Sattler - No.1701E, maple, three brass keys 

Oboe da caccia: Johannes Gottlob Bauer - 1641E and 1765E, maple, two brass keys 

This oboe has the same stamp as the J.G. Bauer oboe d’amore in the Stockholm collection.  The 
stamp is the makers name in a scroll and the image of an acorn.  The instrument also has the same 
finish a thick clear varnish with an orange tint.  The turning style is also suggestive of the same hand 
at work.  

The keys however do not match the style of the Stockholm oboe or of the keys on the two Bauer 
oboes da caccia.  The keys on the Prague oboe look like later replacements because of their 
unstylistic shape and poor finish, also the C key connects to its flap in an unusual way.  The C flap is 
flat and the C key’s end curls up and enters the C flap from below rather than straight on, which I 
have not seen on any other oboe.  The key mounts are damaged which suggests the keys have been 
lost previously.  This oboe has generally had a hard life.  The top Joint is warped to the left, it has no 
external cracks but the reed well has two cracks running down the inside on each side, and the top 
50mm or so of the bore has rotted at least down one side of the instrument.  Unfortunately unlike 
the oboe d’amore by Bauer this instrument does not have a date on it, but the style of its turning 
suggest it is one of the earliest Leipzig oboes I have seen.  It has a straight finale at the top and the 
turning of the bell and middle joint beads are reminiscent of French instruments made around the 
turn of the 18th century.  

The middle joint is cracked at its top and has been repaired with a horn sleeve for the top 35mm. 
This is a very fine repair and the turning of the horn matches the style of the instrument perfectly 
and I assume is an early 18th century repair.  The bell has one crack that runs down its length through 
the socket and the bell rim and another crack on the other side which also runs through the rim.  
One section of the bell which had broken off completely has been glued and pinned back together 
and two horn rings added, one around the top socket and one around the bottom.  Again these look 
like 18th century repairs and the horn matches the type on the middle joint.  They do not look as 
stylish as the middle joint repair and I suspect they were done slightly later.  That these repairs look 
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to be 18th century suggests this instrument was really valued as they are serious cracks and it would 
almost have been easier to make new sections of instrument. 

The Prague museum also has one whole and one part oboe da caccia.  These instruments are 
stamped “Johann Gottlob Bauer IN Leipzig Anno 1724”, the same date as both Eichentopf oboes da 
Caccia.   The two instruments are identical apart from 1641E missing the upper part of its top joint.  
The instruments are constructed in the same way as the oboe da caccia by Eichentopf, a main 
wooden body curved down its back side by cuts being made along its back.  Here on the broken 
instrument you can see into the bore and observe clearly both the saw cuts and the wooden rib that 
is glued along the back to secure them.  The complete oboe da caccia has also been broken in two at 
some point and the two pieces are now held together by a crude wooden peg inserted in the bore of 
each part so that the instrument can be placed on display in one piece.  Looking into the bore of the 
broken oboe you can see that there is a hidden tenon joint just above the break between the two 
pieces. This is either a previous repair where the instrument has broken before or a sign that the 
upper section was made in two pieces and glues together before it was covered in leather. 

The bells of the Bauer oboes da caccia are very similar to the Eichentopf bells but slightly smaller, 
the bell garlands are cut unevenly without much care.  The decoration is simpler than the Eichentopf 
bells with just a simple shell stamp around the top of the garland and the maker’s name, year of 
manufacture and location. 

The keys are reminiscent of the style seen on the Bauer oboe d’amore in Stockholm. 

Oboe d’amore: J.C.E. Sattler - 1701E, stained boxwood three brass keys 

This oboe d’amore by Sattler shares the same turning style as his other instruments.  It has key work 
of the same type as the oboe d’amore in the Stockholm Museum.  The difference with this 
instrument is that it is made from maple.  The maple has been covered with a thick dark brown 
varnish, the bore has not been varnished and the thickness of the varnish can be seen where it has 
dripped into the bore at the ends of the joints. 

The bell at 110.9mm is a similar length to the other Sattler oboes d’amore but it has the addition of 
two tuning holes added between its beads.  These holes are not as well cut as the other tone holes 
and probably a later addition which could have been to raise the general pitch of the instrument or 
to raise the low C to play as a C sharp.  The other tone holes do not appear to have been altered.  
There is a crack in the middle joint tenon which is now held closed with wire but the crack has not 
been sealed so the instrument would not play in its current state. 

This oboe d’amore has a crook with it.  It is difficult to say if it is modern or original.  It fits the 
instrument well, but has a file mark on its base which reveals untarnished brass which could suggest 
it is modern, however on the back of tarnished keys I also saw similar file marks which had not 
tarnished.   

 

Grassi Museum, University of Leipzg, Leipzig, Germany 

The final destination on my Fellowship travels was the Grassi Museum in Leipzig. 

As I have devoted so much of this trip to makers who worked in Leipzig I was particularly excited to 
visit the city.  The museum has a large collection of instruments many by Leipzig makers, 
unfortunately the museum archives were largely destroyed so the ownership history of many of the 
instruments is unknown.  The museum has three oboes on display by Leipzig makers from the early 
18th C.  They also own a number of other instruments which are on display in the neighbouring Bach 
Museum which I visited but were not accessible for detailed measurement. 
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These are the four instruments I measured in the Grassi museum (photograph 19): 

Oboe: Hirschstein/ Philipp Gottlieb Wietfeld - No. 1311, boxwood two brass keys 

Oboe d’amore: J.H.Eichentopf - No. 1336, boxwood two brass keys 

Oboe d’amore: Hirschstein - No. 1337, boxwood two brass keys 

Tenor oboe:  Johann Christof Denner - No. 1547, boxwood two brass keys 

The two oboes d’amore and tenor oboe are in particularly good condition. The tenor oboe looks like 
it has been well cared for.  I was initial confused over the keys on the oboe and oboes d’amore as 
they show pit marks as if they had been cast not cut from sheet metal as is usual.  Closer 
examination revealed that the keys have been damaged by a cleaning solution which has eaten away 
at their surface and that they are indeed cut the normal way from brass sheet and are probably 
original. 

 

 

 

Oboe by Hirschstein/Wietfeld No. 1311 

This instrument has the stamp of Hirschstein on the top joint and the stamp of Wietfeld on the 
middle joint.  The Bell no longer has a stamp.  I am sure that all parts of the instrument were made 
by the same maker and that the Wietfeld stamp is a later addition.  Hirschstein was a dealer of 
instruments in Leipzig and it is assumed that his instruments were made by other Leipzig makers.  
The instrument is similar in many ways to the Eichentopf oboe in Lisbon.  In particular the turning 
style of the bell is very much like that of the Lisbon oboe it shares the same low tuning hole positions 
and the same unique step at the top of the bell rim on the inside.  The minimum bore size of the top 
joint is also very similar to that of the Lisbon oboe.  This instrument has had a repair made to the bell 
which was badly cracked, a brass crown has been added to the end perhaps to strengthen the repair.  
The decorative turning on the bell has been worn away in the process of this repair, this may have 
been when the stamp was removed as well.  Also like the Lisbon oboe the cut out of the double 
holes on the middle joint has been crudely enlarged, and again the decorative turning at the top of 
the joint has been worn away I would guess at the same time the makers stamp was removed.  The 
Wietfeld stamp has clearly been added to an area where the original surface has been rubbed down.  
This instrument has an interesting reed with it of which measurements are given later in this 
document. 

Oboes d’amore Eichentopf No.1336, Hirschstein No.1337 

Both these instruments are in exceptional condition, they have been looked after and cleaned well in 
the past.  

It has been suggested that this Hirschstein oboe d’amore was also made by Eichentopf, but having 
viewed the other Eichentopf oboe d’amore in Stockholm which has many of the same signature 
details as the instrument in this collection, there are enough differences to suggest that the 
Hirschstein oboe d’amore was made by a different maker or at least at a time when some key 
features were changed. 

The Eichentopf oboes d’amore in the Stockholm and Leipzig museums both had a very narrow C key 
channel that extend all the way through both key mounts (photograph 21). The Hirschstein had a C 
key channel cut in two sections like the Sattler oboe d’amore in Munich (photograph 22).  The 
turning style has clearly been based on that of the Eichentopf instrument, the exteriors are very 
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similar, especially the lower two joints, it is just the turning of the beads on the top joints that is 
varied (photograph 20).  The key shapes of the Hirschstein oboe d’amore are very similar to those on 
the Sattler oboe d’amore in Prague, the keys of the Eichentopf oboe d’amore are similar but much 
more slender to fit into the narrow channel. 

The Eichentopf oboe d’amore has a very interesting top joint, it is made from three pieces of wood, 
the decorative turning at the top of the joint are on two wooden sleeves that are placed over a 
central core.  These sleeves are loose and can be easily removed (photographs 23 and 24). 

The Stamp on this Eichentopf oboe d’amore is his acorn pot stamp the same as the stamp on the 
oboe d’amore in Stockholm.  The stamp on the Hirschstein oboe d’amore is not the same as the 
stamp on the Hirschstein oboe the characters are much larger in a different typeface. 

Tenor oboe:  Johann Christof Denner 

It was this instrument that impressed me most out of all that I had seen on my travels.  It is 
impressive because of its large size, incredible workmanship and also near pristine condition.  It 
shares the proportions of a normal baroque oboe but enlarged to the size of tenor.  The finale is the 
straight type found on oboes d’amore and earlier oboes.  The keys are beautifully made and of 
decorative shape.  The bell has a unique shape I have seen on a few oboes by other Dresden makers 
it does not follow the usual flare of the inside but becomes convex again at its bottom before it 
terminates in the usual beads.  A full set of measurements and pictures are provided at the end of 
this document.
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5. Comparison Charts 

Oboes d’amore 
 

Oboes 

 
*Measurements from Loraine Wood’s drawings 

 Kinigsperger oboe 
Munich - 25968 

Eichentopf oboe 
Lisbon - 0106 

Hirschstein oboe  
Leipzig - 1311 

Bauer Oboe 
Prague - 2502E 

Top joint to 
shoulder 

205 213.6 213.2/212 
(warped) 

212 

Top joint total 229.2 235.2 235.5 233.3 

Middle joint 
length 

234.2 239.2 236.6 229 

Middle joint to 
shoulder 

211.4 
 

212.5 210.6 209 

Bell length 144 149 148 149 

Top joint min. 
bore 

5.9 
 

5.2* 5.1 6.41 

Top joint max. 
bore 

11.3 10.9* 11.2 9.8 

Mid bore min. 11.6 11.8* 12 11.7 
 

Mid bore 
bottom 

17 15.6* 17 17.2 

Bell bore min. 17.6 19.2 19.5 20.5 

Bell opening 38 38.8 40 38.4 

 Sattler 
Copenhagen 
E70 

Sattler 
Stockholm 
148 

Sattler 
Munich 
18868 

Sattler 
Prague 
1701E 

Bauer 
Stockholm 
150 

Hirschstein 
Leipzig  
1337 

Eichentopf 
Leipzig 
1336 

Eichentopf 
Stockholm 
77.223 

Top Joint length 272.4 - 272.6 266.4 272.7 278.6 276 - 

Top Joint to 
shoulder 

252.8 - 252.6 251.6 252.4 253.4 253.2 - 

Middle Joint 266.7 267.5 - 270 268.4 - 271.3 - 

Middle joint to 
shoulder 

244 242.5 243 
 

244 244 - 244 - 

Bell  110.8 110.9 120 110.5 109.8   112.5 

Top joint min. 
bore 

6.1 6.1 6.1 6.3 6.1 6 5.7 6 

Top join max. 
bore 

12.4 12.9 12.5 13.2 11.7 11.4 12 11.3 

Middle joint 
min. bore  

12.1 12.3 12 12.2 12.3 12.6 12.6 - 

Middle joint 
max. bore 

17.3 18.7 17 18.6 18.8 17.4 17.9 - 

Bell min. bore 17.4 17 17 17.8 17.6 17 18 17.6 

Formatted: Space Before:  6 pt,

After:  10 pt
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1 bore is rotten at its smallest point so may be wider than original 
For this comparison where an instruments bore is oval I have given the larger figure.
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6. Reeds, Staples and Crooks 

This section contains information about reeds, crooks and staples found in the course of my 
Fellowship travels that I believe are of particular interest. 

 

Old crook with Sattler oboe d’ amore E70 in Copenhagen.  

This crook is too big for the instrument and is clearly a tenor oboe crook. 

Made from brass. 

Thickness: 0.3mm top, 0.8mm bottom 

There are no apparent marks on the brass of a metal staple having been placed on the end of the 
crook. This suggests a staple-less reed was used. 

The crook is strangely bent its whole length, it would be hard for a reed to sit tightly on it.  Even the 
first 10mm is slightly curved. 

Bottom inside diameter 6.9mm, outside diameter 8.6mm. 

The top opening damaged.  

6.1mm outer diameter at 22mm from top.   

Outer length 98mm. 

 

Staple with oboe d’amore by Sattler 1701E in Prague. 

Outside length 54.5mm 

Bottom outside diameter 6.8mm 

Bottom Inside diameter 5.9mm. Edge is rolled over slightly from a file mark, original may have been 
6mm 

Brass 0.4mm thick 

Top outside diameter 4.4/4mm 

Top inside diameter 3.7/3.4mm 
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Two Reeds from the Grassi Museum 

 

 Reed No. 1323* Reed with Hirschstein oboe 

Blade length 26.5 26.5 

Scrape length 16.5 16 

Reed width 8 9 

Staple length 46.5 46/45 

Bottom diameter outside 5 5.1 

Brass thickness 0.45 0.3 

 

 

The measurements for 1323 were taken from the museum’s archive as the cabinet the reed was 
housed in was not accessible. 

The reed in the Grassi Museum with the Hirschstein oboe is particularly interesting (photograph 
18).  The staff were sure this reed was supplied with some others for the display in the early 
2000s but this reed does not match the other reeds on display with the oboes d’amore and 
tenor oboe which are clearly of modern design and construction.  This reed has all the hallmarks 
of an 18th century reed and when browsing the museum I was surprised to find a similar reed 
Nr1323 in an original 18th century reed box (photograph 17). 

Firstly the reed looks very old, the wood is very aged and so is the linen thread that has been 
used for the binding.  It has become hard with age.  Although the staple is not dissimilar in 
length to a modern oboe staple which is 47mm, the opening at the reed end is much bigger, 
around the size of a modern cor anglais staple, also the staple is not soldered but the seam is 
open and folded over itself at the bottom end.  The scrape of the reed is also of the 18th Century 
V- type.  The reeds sides were open but with a little sealing tape it was possible to blow the 
reed.  It has the taste of something very old.  It blows very freely with the feel of a reed that has 
been well used and would have worked well in its prime. 
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7. Photographs 

1) Stockholm Music Museum: Three oboes d’amore (bottom to top) Eichentopf, Sattler, Bauer 

 

2) Stockholm Music Museum: Three oboes d’amore (bottom to top) Eichentopf, Sattler, Bauer 
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3) Stockholm Music Museum: Three oboes d’amore (left to right) Eichentopf, Sattler, Bauer 

 

4) Stockholm Music Museum: Bell of Eichentopf oboe d’amore, showing smooth bore finish. 
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5) Copenhagen Music Museum: Bore of Sattler oboe d’amore 

6) Stockholm Music Museum: Bore of Bauer oboe d’amore, showing steps in top joint bore 
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7) Deutsches Museum, Munich: Under cutting of top joint double holes, Sattler oboe d’amore 

8) Deutsches Museum, Munich: Kinigsperger oboe, detail of spring and key channels 

9a) 9b) 

Deutsches Museum, Munich: Sattler oboe d’amore, key channels and springs 
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10) Copenhagen Music Museum: Eichentopf, oboe da cacccia 

11) Copenhagen Music Museum: X Ray of Eichentopf oboe da caccia 
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d 

  

12) Stockholm Music Museum: Eichentopf, oboe da caccia bell 

13) Copenhagen Music Museum: Eichentopf, oboe da caccia bell garland 
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14) Stockholm Music Museum: Eichentopf, oboe da caccia 

15) Stockholm Music Museum: Eichentopf, oboe da caccia 
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 dddd 

16) Deutsches Museum, Munich: Kinigsperger oboe bell 

17) Grassi Museum, Leipzig: oboe reed No. 1323 
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18) Grassi Museum, Leipzig: Oboe reed found with Hirschstein oboe 

 

19) Grassi Museum Leipzig, (Top to Bottom) Denner tenor oboe, Eichentopf oboe d’amore, 

Hirschstein oboe d’amore, Hirschstein oboe 

 

 

 

 

20) Grassi Museum Leipzig, (Top to Bottom) Denner tenor oboe, Eichentopf oboe d’amore, 

Hirschstein oboe d’amore, Hirschstein oboe 
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21) Grassi Museum Leipzig, Eichentopf oboe d’amore, C key channel 

22) Grassi Museum Leipzig Hirschstein oboe d’amore, C key channels 

 

23) Grassi Museum Leipzig, Eichentopf oboe d’amore top joint core 
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23) Grassi Museum Leipzig, Eichentopf oboe d’amore top joint sleeve 
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8. Measurements, Drawings and Photographs of J.C. Denner Tenor Oboe 

Denner Tenor Oboe Grassi Museum Leipzig No.1547 
 
All measurements are of the maximum diameter where the 
bore is oval 
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        Top joint length 317.2 mm 
    

Middle joint socket : 

Top joint tenon 28.4mm 
   

Depth 28.6mm  
 Middle joint length 330.5mm 

    

Top diameter 19.2mm 
Middle joint tenon 
25.5mm 

     

Bottom diameter 18.6mm 

        Well: 
  

Top joint bore: 
  

Middle joint bore: 
 Diameter (mm) Depth (mm) 

 
Diameter (mm) Depth (mm) 

 
Diameter (mm) Depth (mm) 

10.7 0 
 

7.3 259 
 

13.6 294 

10.4 3.6 
 

7.4 256 
 

13.8 287 

10.2 6.8 
 

7.6 247 
 

14 278 

10 9.5 
 

7.8 243 
 

14.2 267 

9.8 16.3 
 

8 237 
 

14.4 254 

9.6 22.4 
 

8.2 230 
 

14.6 250 

9.4 26.1 
 

8.4 227.5 
 

14.8 242 

9.2 29.5 
 

8.6 218.5 
 

15 236 

9 32.1 
 

8.8 207 
 

15.2 229 

8.8 33.5 
 

9 198 
 

15.4 221 

8.6 35.9 
 

9.2 193 
 

15.6 207 

8.4 37.4 
 

9.4 183.5 
 

15.8 197 

8.2 40.1 
 

9.6 175 
 

16 190 

8.1 41.6 
 

9.8 167 
 

16.2 184 

8 43.5 
 

10 164 
 

16.4 177 

7.8 46.6 
 

10.2 153 
 

16.6 172 

7.6 50 
 

10.4 143 
 

16.8 167 

7.4 54 
 

10.6 137 
 

17 156 

7.3 55.5 
 

10.8 127 
 

17.2 150 

   

11 114 
 

17.4 139 

   

11.2 98 
 

17.6 132 

   

11.4 92 
 

17.8 125 

   

11.6 87 
 

18 115 

   

11.8 74 
 

18.2 106 

   

12 67 
 

18.4 98 

   

12.2 61.5 
 

18.6 86 

   

12.4 52 
 

18.8 68 

   

12.6 44 
 

19 0 

   

12.8 22 
   

   

13 16 
   

   

13.2 10 
   

   

13.5 0 
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Bell Bore: 
  

Bell Length 209mm 

   

       Diameter 
(mm) 

Depth 
(mm) 

 
Bell Socket: 

   22 182 
 

Depth 26mm 
   22.5 173 

 
Top diameter 27mm 

   23 159 
 

Bottom Diameter 25.9 
  23.4 147 

     23.5 147 
     24 87 
     25 81 
     26 77 
     27 75 
     28 71 
 

Tone holes: 
   29 66.5 

     30 64 
 

Tone hole From top  Size Angle 

32 61 
 

1 173.4 3.5 20 degrees up 

34 56 
 

2 216.4 4 x 4.1 
 38 47 

 
3 255.5 L 2.8, R2.9 10 degrees down 

42 37 
 

4 L 73.2 4 x 4.2 
 46 30 

 
4 R 73.2 3.8 x 4.2 

 50 20.5 
 

5 114 4.7 x 4.9 
 52 16 

 
6 152.6 4.5 x 4.6 

 53 13.5 
 

7 212.2 4.5 x 4.6 
 56.4 6.5 

 
8 278.7 8.3 x 8.4 

 51 3 
 

Bell L 63.3 5.4 x 5.4 
 51 0 

 
Bel R 63.4 5 x 5.1 
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Top joint external dimensions 
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Middle joint external dimensions 
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Bell external dimensions 
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Key channels, springs and hole flats 
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Key dimensions 
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9. Glossary 

Barrel (bell) – The parallel section on the bell where the tuning holes are drilled 

Bead A decorative form of turning, a rounded shape on the exterior of the instrument 

Bell – The bottom of the three sections of an oboe which is flared hence the term bell 

Bell rim/lip – Protruding edge on the inside of the opening at the bottom of the bell 

Bore – The hollowed  inside of a woodwind instrument 

Boxwood – Hardwood indigenous to Europe, close grained with a light yellow colour 

Cor Anglais (English horn) – The modern term used to describe a tenor oboe 

Crook – A brass tube, sometimes bent for comfort, that is used as an extension between reed and 
reed socket 

E flat key – A metal key that when depressed opens a hole which produces the pitch E flat 

Ferules – A separate piece of decorative material that is placed over the top of the original wood and 
then turned to shape 

Finale – The final shape at the top of the instrument 

Flap – A separate section of key work that covers a hole but does not have a touch piece to be 
pushed by a finger 

Garland – This is a sheet of metal wrapped around the end of a brass instrument's bell to double the 
thickness and provide strength to the flared edge. 

Harmonic high fingerings – Harmonic fingerings are a modification of a lower fingering that produces 
a higher note in the harmonic series. It is often a more consistent way to produce a note in the 
upper octave but these fingerings produce a distinct sound compared to a simple fingering. 

Hole cut-out – The oval recess cut into the wood around the 3rd or 4th doubled holes to allow the 
finger to slide between them 

Key channels – A channel that is cut into the wood for a key to be placed into 

Makers stamp - The mark of the maker stamped onto the instrument with a punch 

Mandrel – A piece of metal used as a form, for metal that will be shaped over it. 

Maple – Wood from the Maple tree. A medium density European wood that grows into fairly large 
trees 

Oboe d’amore -A type of alto oboe invented in Germany c. 1720 which has a bulb bell instead of the 
usual flared bell 

Oboe da caccia (oboe of the chase) – A form of tenor oboe The instrument is bent and has a brass 
bell mimicking the shape of a hunting horn 

 
Pins – Brass pins which are used as hinges for keys 

Reaming – The process of cutting the inside of an oboe to its final shape using a reamer. This tool       

shaves the wood off of the inside to precise dimensions 

Reed set up – The collective dimensions of a particular reed and staple 

Reed well – Tapered or concave opening at the top of the instrument into which a reed is inserted 

Reeds – The reed is formed of 2 pieces of cut cane tied to a brass tube. This is inserted into the top 
of an oboe to produce its sound 

Scrape – Where the bark has been removed on the cane of a reed to allow the cane to vibrate freely 
when blown 

Socket – A tapered socket cut into the top of the bell and middle joints 

Staple - A conical brass tube onto which a reed is tied with thread 

Tenon – Thinned section of wood at the end of a joint which is inserted into the socket of the next 
section 
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Tenor oboe – An oboe in F a fifth lower in pitch than the regular oboe 

Tuning holes – The two holes that are cut into the sides of the bell which are for the purpose of 
tuning the low C and middle C sharp 

Turning – The decorative or plain form of the instrument made buy the process of woodturning on a  
lathe 

Under cut – The cutting or shaping of a hole below the surface of the instrument where it meets the 
bore 

 

 

 

 

 


